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ThxAsk rafa and Ken whether we should tell them to interrupt or hold the questions till the end 30 minutes, once a monthSuggestions in survey linkWe have upcoming topics all tailored to government users Ensure gov customers are getting the attention they deserve Gov uses Teams differently



Microsoft Teams

Persistent 1:1 & Group Chat

Powerful Online Meetings

Enterprise Calling & Voice

Built-in Office 365 Apps
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Like I mentioned earlier Microsoft Teams is the hub for teamwork - and by that, I mean it allows you to communicate and collaborate in a single and secure location. I think an easy way to think of it is a 4 in 1 solution. You've got your messaging for a rich chat based experienceYour online meetings so you can always easily stay connectedCalling capabilitiesAnd finally, the great integration with the O365 suite.  And that last point is the one that I think is the most valuable. The real value add of Teams goes far beyond chatting and meeting with collogues. To completely elevate how people work, Teams can bring together your existing workplace tools - whether or not Microsoft built them – all into one user interface. So, Microsoft Teams, brings the tools to you.  The integration feature is truly a game changer in my opinion. There's no longer any need to go digging for documents through old email threads, trying to find the most updated version, etc. It is all in one place all the time, and it's very accessible. [This is an animated slide. Please show it in presentation mode][MAIN POINT TO LAND]Teams is a chat-based workspace that brings together chat, meetings, calling, and Office 365, all-in-one. And it’s built on the trust of Microsoft security & compliance that’s crucial for today’s businesses. Microsoft Teams delivers on four core promises to create a digital workspace for high performing teams.[COMMUNICATE]First, Microsoft Teams solves for the communication needs of a diverse workforce. Since preview, Microsoft Teams has evolved to a complete  meetings and calling solution, incl. chat, voice and video, as we have completed our roadmap for bringing Skype for Business Online features and functionality into Teams. You can use Teams for informal 1:1 or group chats – directly on your phone if you’re on the go. Or you can have an open conversation in a channel. This enables people to share information in a transparent way to accelerate decision making. And it's super easy to move from a chat into a face to face meeting, helping you to bridge geographical barriers.  [COLLABORATE]When it comes to collaboration, the deep Office integration enables today’s multigenerational workforce to use the Office apps they are familiar with and love - Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, SharePoint, Planner, even Power BI - right within the context of Teams. You can avoid email attachments and having to search for the latest version of a document. Teams brings all the Office 365 services together – so that you can easily share and co-author files. [CUSTOMIZE]Many of you use other services than Office 365 as well which results in you having to jump between and spend time in disparate experiences. We built Teams to be the hub for all the services and tools your teams use on a day to day basis. So, you can customize Teams with tabs, connector and bots to include the apps and services you need - <mention relevant 3rd party apps like GitHub and Trello>. We have also created an extensible platform, to enable building apps and to integrate with business processes.And for Firstline workers, Teams provides an additional set of capabilities including schedule management.  [WORK WITH CONFIDENCE]Microsoft Teams comes with the enterprise grade security, compliance and manageability that you expect from Office 365 which customers tell us is a huge value add for them.



Stay connected with consistent experience across 
devices

Desktop Mobile Web

iPhone Android

iPad

OS X 10.10+

Windows 7+

Edge

Chrome

Safari (Preview)
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You can access Teams across many different devices and either through a web browser or the app, they are a very similar experience. IOS Android Windows 



The Mobile Experience

• Quiet Hours

• Organization

• Notification Customization

• Content Sharing

• Location sharing 

• Voice memo

• Secured photo 
sharing/Smart Camera 
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You can access Teams across many different devices and either through a web browser or the app, they are a very similar experience.  Calls User settings Activity bar –   same feed – can still feature Chat –	content sharing 	location sharing 	secured photo sharing 	cannot pin Teams – secured photos and content 	collab on documents 	can see all tabs, but cannot add new tabs 	full functionality with emojis Calendar – easy click to join 	switch from desktop to mobile 



Collaboration

Easier peer communication

Many usersare habituated to popular 
functionalities in consumer chat apps and 
it’s important to provide the same to make 
the transition to more secure enterprise 
tools easier

Features like Location Sharing and Send 
Audio Messages enable everyoneto find 
each other and communicate with ease, 
on the mobile platform of their choice
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And we’re doing that through new capabilities that we’re adding to Teams.And with that, here are 4 new capabilities that demonstrate Teams is continuing to expand to meet the needs of Firstline Workers.First, now available today, is the new customizable Teams mobile experience. Think about this in 2 parts. (1) from the end user POV, you can customize your navigation bar to pin the apps you use most, in addition to accessing new mobile features. And (2), from the IT admin POV, IT admins can set configuration policies to create role-based Teams experiences.Next, the Graph API for Shifts, which is in public preview this quarter, will enable customers to employ their enterprise developers or Microsoft partners to create customer integrations that will enable seamless access to workforce management systems. Praise is the new employee recognition tool and Shifts is the new schedule management tool in Teams, both available today.One quick call out. These features are available in all paid SKUs, with the except of some limitations in Government SKUs. These features are not available in Teams Free. 



Collaboration

Smart Camera

With Smart Camera, you can auto-crop images 
for quick sharing, editing and annotation. These 
images are never stored on a user’s device 
making it secure while also saving device storage 
space.

Particularly in regulated industries like healthcare
or government, usersneed such privacy features 
to keep their enterprises compliant.
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And we’re doing that through new capabilities that we’re adding to Teams.And with that, here are 4 new capabilities that demonstrate Teams is continuing to expand to meet the needs of Firstline Workers.First, now available today, is the new customizable Teams mobile experience. Think about this in 2 parts. (1) from the end user POV, you can customize your navigation bar to pin the apps you use most, in addition to accessing new mobile features. And (2), from the IT admin POV, IT admins can set configuration policies to create role-based Teams experiences.Next, the Graph API for Shifts, which is in public preview this quarter, will enable customers to employ their enterprise developers or Microsoft partners to create customer integrations that will enable seamless access to workforce management systems. Praise is the new employee recognition tool and Shifts is the new schedule management tool in Teams, both available today.One quick call out. These features are available in all paid SKUs, with the except of some limitations in Government SKUs. These features are not available in Teams Free. 



Training & Mobility 

Video Availability

Enable your employees to stay up to date on all 
trainings or missed meetings even when they 
may be out of office or do not have access to a 
laptop. 
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And we’re doing that through new capabilities that we’re adding to Teams.And with that, here are 4 new capabilities that demonstrate Teams is continuing to expand to meet the needs of Firstline Workers.First, now available today, is the new customizable Teams mobile experience. Think about this in 2 parts. (1) from the end user POV, you can customize your navigation bar to pin the apps you use most, in addition to accessing new mobile features. And (2), from the IT admin POV, IT admins can set configuration policies to create role-based Teams experiences.Next, the Graph API for Shifts, which is in public preview this quarter, will enable customers to employ their enterprise developers or Microsoft partners to create customer integrations that will enable seamless access to workforce management systems. Praise is the new employee recognition tool and Shifts is the new schedule management tool in Teams, both available today.One quick call out. These features are available in all paid SKUs, with the except of some limitations in Government SKUs. These features are not available in Teams Free. 



Demo
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Demos are most effective with customers enabling us to bring the product to life. Please leverage the demo script on Office OnRamp:https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https://demos.microsoft.com/api/download/00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000/636551932331784273/Microsoft%20Teams%20Demo%20Guide.docxAs alternative to a live demo, please leverage the PowerPoint Click Through Demo or the following six slides. If you demo Teams, you can use the slides to recap the main points of the demo.



Microsoft Teams
The hub for teamwork

Communicate Collaborate

Powerful, intuitive and familiar

One place for communication, tools and files

Helping everyone save time and work better together

Customize & extend Work with confidence

Secure, reliable and compatible

Streamline work with integrated tools

Improving productivity, efficiency and the bottom line
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